SQS Services

SQS Programme and Project
Management (PPM)

sqs.com

Programme and Project Management solutions that drive
strategic business priorities with a Quality focus.

The current climate of digital transformation affects us all.
Whether triggered by legislation or market forces, the organisations who successfully manage this change are the ones left
standing: legacy is no longer a requirement to compete at the
top level.
Today, the most notable requirement to compete is speed.
Speed to market. Speed to production. Speed to embrace
technology. Speed to service the customer. Speed to demonstrate
compliance. And amidst this constant race over the line, quality
is more essential than ever. Because you can’t afford to fail.
We are your end to end quality consultancy partner; we add
quality assurance to your process project management as a
layer beneath your technological transformation. We can help
you project manage the challenges of evolving technological
requirements, multiple delivery partners, compressed timescales
and continuous integration. And we mitigate risk at every step.

“Everything we do is about
managing project risk.”

What can we do for you?
SQS Programme and Project Management services enable
businesses to optimise the delivery of programmes & projects
by ensuring they are aligned with the organisation’s overall
strategy; hence enabling them to monitor & realise real world
business benefits.
We represent our clients in project delivery and provide them
with project management solutions that best fit their needs.
Through recognising the need to maximise the use of client
assets, underpinned with industry best practice (PMBOK) our
solutions are tailored for each client.
Our Programme and Project Management Solutions focus on:
• Quality – As an extension of our QA services we focus
on Quality across the entire SDLC. Our framework is built
to ensure Quality measures are in place to drive delivery
efficiency and reduce costs.
• Benefits Realisation – Our framework is a central element
of SQS programme and project management and ensures
that potential benefits and the expected ROI are clearly
defined, aligned to strategic priorities and that projects are
governed with a benefits focus.

• Client Strategy – Our Project Governance model focuses
on the development and delivery of client strategic priorities.

SQS PPM Approach
SQS Programme and Project Management is based on quality
planning and scope governance with a major focus on three
themes, Risk, Communication, Budget & Resources. The
focus on these themes provides a clear path to the main objectives of SQS PPM, which are Delivery, Overall Quality and
Benefits Realisation.
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• Benefits Realisation
Implement Benefits Realisation using the SQS framework
to ensure portfolios or programmes are delivering proposed
returns and are supporting strategic business goals.
• PMO Governance
Through reviewing and assessing an organisation’s PMO in
line with PMBOK we develop governance structures, which
make best use of client assets to assist early adoption and
success.
• PPM & Change Coaching
Provide clients with thought leadership, coaching and best
practices to effectively implement and embed changes
required to address market developments.
PPM Delivery Services
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• Programme Delivery
• Develop programme and project plans as per best practices.
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What services do we offer?
Through experienced Programme, Project and Change Management Consultants, SQS provides direction and control across
both ‘Strategic’ and ‘Delivery’ services.
PPM Strategic Consulting
• PPM Maturity Health Check
Using the IT-CMF framework to assess client maturity we
measure, baseline, and provide recommendations for all
PPM capabilities.
• Portfolio & Strategic Development
Review and assess organisation’s PPM strategic priorities
to develop best fit solutions while making best use of client
assets to ensure early adoption and solution success.

• Deliver to plan using a cost effective approach to ensure
resources are spread efficiently during project lifecycle.
• Focus on Benefits Realisation to ensure programme and
individual project goals are met.
• Vendor Governance
• Represent clients in the quality assurance of project
delivery across the entire SDLC using the SQS Quality
Framework.
• Implement Quality Gates to ensure vendors are delivering
against agreed plans/contracts/KPIs.
• Tender Management
Define requirements, draft tenders and guide clients through
EU procurement processes to ensure timely and efficient
delivery of tendered services.
• Continuous Improvement
Define opportunities for continuous improvement and drive
changes for increased efficiency and effectiveness.

Contact
For further information, or if you have any other
questions, please do not hesitate to send us an e-mail:
info@sqs.com

Transforming the World Through Quality

